
Compiled Explorer Series 
#27 - The Origins of Man 

 

Robert Monroe  00:02 

Very good you feel comfortable? that's good, reach out and look in the library under man, 

human, Earth look where the beginning the beginning took place read into the beginning  unroll 

the beginning 

 

HAP  00:27 

So is fascinating I'm seeing a collage of faces and along that legacy history falling into a tunnel 

that's a collage of faces each representing a nationality or a period title is really fascinating if 

you're just starting to appear try my face 

 

Robert Monroe  01:20 

if you wish you can stop at a point where there is a highly civilized man prior to our known 

history 

 

HAP  01:34 

I remember where I was and came back to that 

 

Robert Monroe  01:39 

very good 

 

HAP  01:56 

don't just say so and I really shoreline breakers and so a lot of rocks sticking out of water 

they're very ragged rocks they're like little in some way like the edges are so sharp and there's 

so tribal kind of correct that's not true at all it's fairly a very large family of analysts you're not 

like them today and you're not like Lucky's either small not too tall for our feet hair covering 

most of their bodies but it's like a different kind of hair it's short. Short in some respects in 

areas and law there's like the Bollinger apparently is decorative. Our sex is short here is 

protective. 

 

Robert Monroe  04:06 

Real Time 832. 

 

HAP  04:14 

Sea Otter very native to the water appear to be running mostly in the water coming up on the 

rocks themselves . Eating and Iraq's growling noise Trying to pick out some features and I see 

I see foreheads and noses and parts of faces that are very human like that and I like it all that 

cruel like just just a little different from bottom and cranial capacity looks to be a bit smaller 



 

Robert Monroe  05:35 

real time din in real time 10 

 

HAP  06:04 

looking for a form of communication and I like getting less relaxed stuff a lot of touching and 

same as a posture The head is extremely important I will hold the chairman there there's a lot 

of suppression in the eyes of intelligence in the eyes as well. I stand up by then I haven't seen 

any in the forest set for climbing no interesting thing is they have a more extended rolling 

between the feet the toes of the feet which are over longer and the heels perhaps have a 

definite webbing between the fingers nails are very hard as well thicker thicker nails but honor 

okay almost no hair at all on their actual forehead around the eyes and then and currently the 

hair because very short on the facial area city with fire and the facial hair 

 

Robert Monroe  08:10 

can you communicate with them 

 

HAP  08:17 

I mean try stay alert like this they sense the direction the message is coming from but they 

don't see me acknowledge me they just kind of have bending over and staring excited 

 

Robert Monroe  09:04 

very good is the implication that this is the origin are they you go back prior to find origins? 

 

HAP  09:16 

Let's find out. other interesting thing is that they are afraid of the they're afraid of the inside of 

the jungle area, the tree area the beach. They are sticking and not actually living in the water 

but they're right on the water's edge just like it's a security or comfort for for either an escape 

route. 

 

Robert Monroe  09:53 

Very good 

 

HAP  09:57 

father It's really interesting I don't get anything else I get interesting interesting presentation 

here there there's a significance between the versus the new audience and that the earth is 

very very primitive and there's a huge contest going on for control between species and I am 

again trawl between species in the water and that is this particular species of animal is put 

specifically and that barrier called the meaning of the land and the sea like they know they can 



participate in both and are using it for survival knowledge ability to get the impression that 

there are people put there 

 

Robert Monroe  12:02 

begs the question who put them there? 

 

HAP  12:05 

I'm asking that now I'm getting a answer that I'm not sure I like 

 

Robert Monroe  12:15 

the reality of it though. 

 

HAP  12:17 

Yeah, I'm getting a answer that said Sage Shepherd in 

 

Robert Monroe  12:29 

real time at 

 

HAP  12:37 

Shepherd ship keep swinging. Often a for lack of a better word, I was calling about laboratory 

where they're actually inventing creatures or actually constructing striking animals from genes 

interesting it's like a building eggs. 

 

Robert Monroe  13:21 

Who is the day 

 

HAP  13:27 

asking that I keep getting along that I can fit in nothing but I might be my problem. And I might 

work on this but 

 

Robert Monroe  13:42 

very good. 

 

HAP  13:43 

I wearing a false picture here and I think it's an implanted picture. I'm getting an impression of 

a very alkaline featured entity of extreme delicacy. Much like a human being except that there 

is a prehensile tail. No evidence of trolling or sexuality. So like is extreme. Find long fingers 

extremely long fingers almost. Spider like I keep saying is this is an I keep a small like an eye. 

Such as an eye me 

 



Robert Monroe  15:02 

Then probably I mean, 

 

HAP  15:18 

I guess like looking into a theory into a flat what I would translate as a perfect bypass for the 

next really bright flashing light, like a flashing light. Two are so absolutely perfect though the 

white and the black flashing light as it has stuck in or coming out from a central point. 

 

Robert Monroe  16:16 

Can you match that particular flashing? If I were able to is it slow or fast? Maybe I can match it 

with a pulsing if you wish and see how close I can get to it. 

 

HAP  16:38 

Okay, you can do a pro. 

 

Robert Monroe  16:40 

All right. 

 

HAP  17:21 

All right, right there. That's 

 

Robert Monroe  17:37 

very good. 

 

HAP  17:39 

It's really tough fighting it off, and I'm hearing it to the big shout 

 

Robert Monroe  17:45 

out what would be the effect if you did not fight it off? 

 

HAP  17:49 

I was fine. 

 

Robert Monroe  17:51 

I take it easy. 

 

HAP  18:03 

My whole body's turned into energy. Very good and just probates doubled is really exciting. 

Feel like reach flash I'm expanding. As a flash goes away I'm contracting. There's a direct line 

of some time and energy source standpoint. 



 

Robert Monroe  18:56 

If you're comfortable enough to stay with it, I move up in the direction of the light then if you 

can. 

 

HAP  19:28 

I have a single cross call. Grow. Grow app. 

 

Robert Monroe  19:38 

Describe it more carefully. 

 

HAP  19:43 

It's there's a need for a stable energy source for some reason. And this is like a generator of a 

stable energy. 

 

Robert Monroe  20:08 

What is the source of this 

 

HAP  20:22 

stuffing into 

 

Robert Monroe  20:34 

real time 29 three 

 

HAP  20:46 

stepping into a huge underwriting cloud and this list facts of color in the cloud at all except very 

vibrant colors 

 

Robert Monroe  21:27 

perceive and look for what we might term as intelligence somewhere within the cloud or source 

 

HAP  21:49 

getting overwhelmed with confusions both these plus two there's got to be a different way 

 

Robert Monroe  22:08 

try another approach ask for help and understanding this do it in nonverbal ways 

 

HAP  22:27 

he got a show of flashing light there's a message that comes I see why it says nothing ever 

comes to this is evidently energy that's I can charge generating power that's really sounds very 



simplistic. That's what I keep getting in the car like in the form that generates power. He's now 

old. Okay. ectoplasm just generates energy. 

 

Robert Monroe  24:42 

See if you can pro behind it, that ectoplasm to the one who directs that or whatever directs that 

particular entity assigns it to do this 

 

HAP  25:09 

Keep going interested charging and I knew that I came for I suppose around from the beach 

with the natives I say interesting I felt like I was being pulled apart a very large very intense 

charging was taking place when I tried to penetrate that and all my wires were being pulled 

apart or something 

 

Robert Monroe  26:13 

good just relax and take it easy now seize it off and relax now the answer that you said you 

were getting that you didn't like what was the answer then do you have any more knowledge 

about it 

 

HAP  26:37 

yeah there's so much mind somebody telling a garden and planting seeds but apparently here 

I'm expecting a reason for that response that I'm getting is that there's no still concern about 

the seeds after their planet This is really kind of strange. 

 

Robert Monroe  27:15 

You cannot detect a purpose particularly when for the planting of the seeds in your eye 

 

HAP  27:22 

it's like all put the seeds here on the veteran bigger business despite no concern about that 

tracking and tracking on the condition the seeds 

 

Robert Monroe  27:41 

can you get a feel for what period that time as we know it backing in years which are rotations 

of the earth measured what is the relative year period that this is taking place prior prior to our 

existence? 

 

HAP  28:01 

Sir find something associated it's free larger animal there's no no animals over over the size of 

a dog bought a very heavy armored well animals I mean our carry shells are high crustaceans 

types can there are some very large clrs no grass eaters yet. Plants fairly large fungi instead of 



trees. Miller Roberts is free large, least 30 years free Dinosaur Park Tires I have any idea what 

that means and time is fine there's not even anything that remotely looks badass for 

 

Robert Monroe  30:18 

now move forward in your investigation of this downstream in the evolution till the Abyss be the 

origin of man where he becomes a sentinel or you can communicate with him where he 

becomes different than that particular seed. 

 

HAP  30:51 

For curves two points two points occur as a change aging medication first is is invaded by 

large animals major change of vacations for him or Matt is Robert whistles all such shuffling 

noise like a coffee noise will develop for sale a presence watch animals or earnings good 

locations seems to be some sketching in the dirt as well 50 graphic representation 

representation not letters or words but layouts. layouts for position 

 

Robert Monroe  32:33 

it's the physiological structure the same 

 

HAP  32:37 

so actually is much heavier now males become what's shown here as virtually endless amount 

of muscular growth the features are not as closely draw in 

 

Robert Monroe  33:01 

real time 4430 

 

HAP  33:03 

just relevancy crease building things building thing. calluses down the feet for weddings be any 

schools it's crowd for shoulders and head areas was in a lot of hair. The parts the longer main 

areas backslider hands and arms never get to changes. So I totally gone from sea creatures 

and sea algae allergies are preferred. Now I already like animals on land is in. Lastly, traps to 

fall type chaps to halls. first appearance and decoration as well. time that's for two they're 

 

Robert Monroe  34:55 

very good. And let's see if we can keep it a survey move on further. downstream in their in this 

evolutionary process and see if you can find the most profound change and the cause of 

 

HAP  35:16 

sea change the drawing about time and the loss of 100,000 years ago last pious are going out 

a tribal ideation gathering together the people like into groups all families coming together over 

cars and I get a change in the the frequency of the flashing light increased 



 

Robert Monroe  36:19 

Can you sense that frequency change 

 

HAP  36:23 

Cisco to 

 

Robert Monroe  36:25 

see if I can match it for you 

 

HAP  36:27 

alright it's also not white and certainly white lights starting to get some very late VLF 

 

Robert Monroe  36:48 

I'll change it now and see if you can reach for it 

 

HAP  36:58 

however that's about right find watching this particular pulse rate that I just kind of started 

shifting and because it tells you the problem with concentration that was a big problem with all 

the way off and you hear about this in the both time of the duality of the brain fight to ality the 

brain this ability to function was on site retry was fine there was no left right brain 

communication two totally separate functions for filing the same entity on the same car 

 

Robert Monroe  38:20 

this is the beginning of separate functions are the perceive it is or the end it's the beginning 

that 

 

HAP  38:36 

sort of like the birth of curiosity 

 

Robert Monroe  38:49 

very good now again, move down through an evolution to you find another spot and I will 

gradually change the frequency to conform to this if there's any change okay. Just reported 

when you find another very profound change 

 

HAP  39:16 

you're looking for profound Jays seem to do a Friday. 

 

Robert Monroe  39:28 



Move forward then. Through the evolutionary process so man begin to first organize into 

civilization as we know it. 

 

HAP  39:51 

airy fairy Williams heard five years syncro aliens temporary showers travel with the 

 

Robert Monroe  40:38 

now there's time just let yourself relax to go to sleep rest if you stop relax and go to sleep and 

rest I'll call you when it's time to get over your wrist but just let your whole self relax relax pretty 

much just rest sleep if you feel like it was quite alright very good 

 

HAP  41:49 

Blackmore either you feel comfortable or 

 

Robert Monroe  41:54 

that's good reach out and look in the library under man comma human comma Earth look 

where the beginning the beginning to place breathe into the beginning unroll the beginning 

 

HAP  42:11 

so fascinating I'm seeing a collage of faces and all that history falling through a tunnel that's a 

collage of faces each representing a personality or a period this title is really fascinating Tyler 

face 

 

Robert Monroe  43:04 

if you wish you can stop at a point where there is a highly civilized man prior to our known 

history and come back very good. 

 

HAP  43:40 

Just formed I run a shoreline fakers and so a lot of rocks sticking out of water. They're very 

ragged rocks they're like little in some way. Like the edges are still sharp. And there's so travel 

kind of correct that's not true at all. It's fair family. Very large family. Like them today and 

they're not like flunkies. Small not too tall for our feet here covering most of their bodies first 

like a different kind of air it's short short in some respects and areas and law others like the 

farmer apparently is decorative our sex shorthair is protected 

 

Robert Monroe  45:50 

real time 830 

 

HAP  45:54 



I love to watch like a sea otter very native to the water appear to be rolling mostly in the water 

coming up on the rocks themselves eating rocks by Gurnee Illinois trying to pick out some 

features and I see I see foreheads and noses and farts of faces that are very human like that 

and I like it all that for like August just a little different from borrowing the cranial capacity looks 

to be a bit smaller 

 

Robert Monroe  47:19 

real time in real time 10 

 

HAP  47:25 

smell our check something looking for a form of communication and I like getting a lot of 

touching things are posture The head is extremely important. hold their chin in there there's a 

lot of suppression in the eyes of intelligence in the eyes as well. I stand up right and I haven't 

seen any of them the forest set for climbing. Now interesting thing is they have a more 

extended walling between the feet, the toes of the feet, which are all the longer and the hands, 

the hands have a definite webbing between the fingers. nails are very hard as well. thicker, 

thicker nails but on Kate almost no hair at all on their actual forehead, around the eyes. And 

the nose. And parently the hair goes very short on the face, facial hair, city with fire and the 

facial hair. 

 

Robert Monroe  49:54 

Can you communicate with them 

 

HAP  50:01 

I try stay alert like this they sense the direction the message is coming from without any 

knowledge loss they just kind of have fun bending over and staring excited 

 

Robert Monroe  50:48 

very good is the implication that this is the origin Are you go back prior to find origins 

 

HAP  51:00 

let's find out the other interesting thing is that they they're afraid of the fruit of the inside of the 

jungle area the tree area the beach they are sticking for now actually living in the water but 

they're right on the water's edge just like it's a security or comfort for follow an escape route. 

 

Robert Monroe  51:37 

Very good 

 

HAP  51:41 



father it's really interesting I don't get anything else I get it interesting interesting presentation 

here there there's a significance between those as the no yes and that the earth is very very 

primitive and there's a huge contest going on for control between species and ion control 

between species in the water and that these this particular species of animal is put specifically 

and that barrier called the meaning of the land and the sea. Like they know they can 

participate in both and are using it for survival knowledge fertility impression that they're put 

there 

 

Robert Monroe  53:46 

begs the question who put them there? 

 

HAP  53:49 

I'm asking that now I'm getting a answer that I'm not sure I 

 

Robert Monroe  53:59 

have the reality of it though. 

 

HAP  54:01 

Yeah, I'm getting a answer to see sage. Right. 

 

Robert Monroe  54:13 

Real Time 18 

 

HAP  54:21 

Kion is first shot but it's so funny. Lack of weather actually inventing features are actually 

constructing striking animals from genes. Interesting it's like building eggs 

 

Robert Monroe  55:06 

who is the day 

 

HAP  55:12 

asking that I keep getting along that I could fit in nothing but I might be my problem and I might 

work on this but 

 

Robert Monroe  55:26 

very good 

 

HAP  55:37 

for I'll give away a false picture here and I think it's an implanted picture I'm getting an 

impression of a very alkaline featured entity of extreme diversity. Very much like a human 



being except that there is a prehensile tail no evidence of trolling or sexuality. So like guys 

extreme find long fingers extra fingers almost spider like I keep saying this and I keep getting 

smaller like an AI such as that I may improve the army looking into a feeling enjoy flat what I 

would translate as a profit perfect bypass for the next really bright flashing light like a flashing 

white two or so absolutely perfect though the white and the black. flashing light as it has stuck 

in or coming out from a central point. 

 

Robert Monroe  58:00 

Can you match that particular flashing? If I were able to is it slow or fast? Maybe I can match it 

with a pulsing if you wish and see how close I can get to it. Okay. 

 

Robert Monroe  58:24 

All right. 

 

HAP  59:05 

All right. Right there. That's very good. It's really tough fighting it off and I'm hearing it to the big 

shout 

 

Robert Monroe  59:29 

out what would be the effect if you did not fight it off? 

 

HAP  59:34 

Let's find out. 

 

Robert Monroe  59:34 

I take it easy. 

 

HAP  59:46 

Like my whole body is turned into energy. Very good and just for this double sided feel like at 

least for us I'm expanding as a flash goes away I'm contracting there's a direct line of some 

time and energy source standpoint 

 

Robert Monroe  1:00:40 

if you're comfortable enough to stay with it I move up in the direction of the light then if you can 

 

HAP  1:01:12 

I have a single cross color bar grow is to grow app 

 

Robert Monroe  1:01:22 

describe it more carefully 



 

HAP  1:01:26 

it's there's a need for a state energy source for some reason. And this is like a generator of a 

stable energy. What spoke stuffing into 

 

Robert Monroe  1:02:18 

real time 2930 

 

HAP  1:02:30 

stepping into a huge unbelieving cloud investor facts of color in the cloud for by recolors 

 

Robert Monroe  1:03:11 

perceive and look for what we might term is intelligence somewhere within the cloud or source. 

 

HAP  1:03:33 

keep getting overwhelmed with confusion. Both these plus two there's got to be a different 

way. 

 

Robert Monroe  1:03:52 

Try another approach ask for help in understanding this. Do it in nonverbal ways. 

 

HAP  1:04:10 

I hate gay show. flashing light is the message that comes. I see right it says hello this is Evan I 

can charge generating power that's really sounds very simplistic that's what I keep getting hit 

enter the cloud like in the form that generates power no ectoplasm just generates energy 

 

Robert Monroe  1:06:25 

See if you can pro behind it that ectoplasm to the one who directs that or whatever directs that 

particular energy assigns it to do this 

 

HAP  1:06:52 

keep going very interested charging, but I do that I came on the beach with the natives I see it 

becoming interesting I felt like I was being pulled apart as a very large very intense charging 

was taking place for I tried to penetrate that and all my wires were being pulled apart or some 

 

Robert Monroe  1:07:56 

regular just relax and take it easy now. seize it off, relax. Now the answer that you said you 

were getting that you did, like, what was the answer, then? Do you have any more knowledge 

about it? 

 



HAP  1:08:19 

Yeah, there's so much lined. Somebody's turning a garden and planting seeds. But apparently, 

here I'm expecting a reason for that. The response that I'm getting is that there's no concern 

about the seeds after their planet. Which is really kind of strange. 

 

Robert Monroe  1:08:57 

You cannot detect a purpose particularly when for the planting of the seeds in your eye. 

 

HAP  1:09:05 

It's like all for theses here on the veteran liquor business. no concern about that tracking and 

tracking on the condition the seeds 

 

Robert Monroe  1:09:24 

can you get a feel for what period that time as we know it backing in years which are rotations 

of the earth measured? What is the relative year period that this is taking place prior prior to 

our existence? 

 

HAP  1:09:44 

Something associated to its free, larger animal. There's no no animals over obrah the size of a 

dog while very heavy armored well analysts I mean our carry shells are crustaceans type scan 

there are some very large CLS low grass eaters yet plants fairly large fungi instead of trees, 

milliwatts free large waste billion years free dinosaur arch ties family idea what that means and 

time that's fine there's not even anything that remotely looks right. 

 

Robert Monroe  1:12:00 

Now move forward in your investigation of this downstream in the evolution till the Abyss be 

the origin of man where he becomes a sentinel or you can communicate with him where he 

becomes different than that particular seed 

 

HAP  1:12:36 

occurs two points two points cause the change in medication first is his show is invaded by 

large animals major change of vacations for him on his five vessels shuffling noise like a coffee 

noise will develop for sailing pheasants, watch animals, awnings, good locations seems to be 

some sketching in the dirt as well 50 graphic representation representation not letters or words 

but layouts. layouts for position 

 

Robert Monroe  1:14:14 

is the physiological structure the same 

 

HAP  1:14:18 



so actually is much heavier. Now males become a much heavier house virtually with a lot of 

muscular growth. features are not as closely draw in real time 4430 just developments 

increase all the things everything's filling feign calluses down to fate for weddings, be any 

screws. It's grab Yeah for shoulders and head areas losing a lot of hair the parts of the longer 

main areas thank god facts the hands and arms are listening for significant changes so I totally 

gone from sea creatures and sea algae so for food now spyros like animals on land is a mostly 

traps deadfall type traps the halls first appearance and decoration as well time that's it for two 

they're 

 

Robert Monroe  1:16:35 

very good and let's see if we can keep it as survey move on further downstream in their in this 

evolutionary process and see if you can find the most profound change and the cause of it 

 

HAP  1:16:56 

see a change occurring about common loss of 100,000 years of that is dinosaur going out a 

tribal ideation gathering together of the people like into groups our families coming together 

cars and I get a change in the the frequency the flashing light speed increased. 

 

Robert Monroe  1:17:58 

Can you sense that frequency change 

 

HAP  1:18:02 

system 

 

Robert Monroe  1:18:04 

see if I can match it for you. 

 

HAP  1:18:07 

But it's also not white intently anymore, it's starting to get some very light Vlr 

 

Robert Monroe  1:18:28 

I'll change it now and see if you can reach for it. 

 

HAP  1:18:37 

However, that's about right. Fine. Watching this particular pulse rate that I discussed are 

drifting and doesn't cause any problem with concentration that was a big problem with Andre 

wandering off in your head saying the birth time of the duality the brain fight to ality the brain is 

its ability to function was one side to the other. Thankfully for this fight, there was no left right 

brain communication. Two totally separate functions for filing that same entity and the same 

animal falcor 



 

Robert Monroe  1:19:59 

This is the big Have you separate functions are the employee perceive it is they are the end to 

beginning then right right good 

 

HAP  1:20:14 

so like the birth of curiosity 

 

Robert Monroe  1:20:28 

very good now again move down through an evolution to you find another spot and I will 

gradually change the frequency to conform to this if there's any change 

 

HAP  1:20:43 

okay 

 

Robert Monroe  1:20:44 

just report in when you find another very profound change 

 

HAP  1:20:55 

for fun Jays seem to do a fine a 

 

Robert Monroe  1:21:06 

move forward then through the evolutionary process so, man begin to first organize into 

civilization as we know it. 

 

HAP  1:21:29 

Very Indians herd following Indians first, travel with the roots Okay. 

 

Robert Monroe  1:22:16 

Now there's time just let yourself relax and go to sleep. Rest of yourself relax and go to sleep 

and rest. 

 

Robert Monroe  1:22:40 

I'll call you when it's time to get over your wrist but just let your whole self Relax. Relax very 

much and just rest. Sleep if you feel like it's quite alright, 


